Our most
important
assets don’t
roll off the belt.
They walk in
through the
door.

The Motherson Group is one of the 21 largest and fastest growing full system solutions providers to the global automotive industry,
serving multiple further industries, such as rolling stock, aerospace, medical, IT, and logistics, with over 135,000 employees across 41
countries worldwide. Samvardhana Motherson Reydel Companies (SMRC) is the group’s specialist for innovative car and truck
interiors. With facilities in Europe, Asia, and South America, we design, develop, and manufacture complete high-quality interior
systems, such as cockpits, centre consoles, door panels, and decorative surfaces for multiple vehicle manufacturers worldwide. Given
our fast growth, we are constantly looking for talented new colleagues to become part of our team.
SALCEDA DE CASELAS - PONTEVEDRA - SPAIN

Mechanical Maintenance Technician (m/w)
Your tasks.

What we offer.

 Carry out moulds inspections according planning
 Carry out mechanical & injection moulds Intervention on
machine and tools
 Carry out planned modifications on injection moulds
 Carry out electrical interventions on injection moulds
 Carry out the loading and unloading of machines, injection
moulds and tools
 Carry out the daily maintenance of the equipment: oils, filters,
screwdrivers
 Carry out hydraulic interventions
 Carry out pneumatic interventions
 Propose machine improvements, moulds, and installations
regarding their maintainability

 Full time training contract and after it possibility of permanent
contract
 Working from Monday to Sunday
 Shift work
 Continuous learning

Your profile.







Vocational training in mechatronic / mechanic
Knowledge in hydraulic / pneumatic
Knowledge in TIG / ARC welding
Knowledge in milling and conventional lathe
Office
Basic course in occupational risk prevention / electric risk /
work at height valuable
 Fluent in Spanish, Beginner in English

How to apply.
 Please send your resume and motivation letter to Oscar
Failde (HR Manager) at ofailde@smrc-automotive.com
indicating mechanical maintenance Operator and before April
30, 2021

